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So, I'm a day late getting started, but yesterday I decided that I'd
like to offer a bit-of-joy each day for the month of July.
I'll be offering a quote about 'joy' from a long list I've gathered - in
the hopes that in this long month halfway through 2018, we can
focus on experiencing and sharing JOY.
Today I will offer two quotes because I am already a day behind
schedule. :)
I hope you'll join me for a quick bit each day and that my daily
posts don't overwhelm you.

Bit-a-Joy #1

Sometimes your joy is the
source of your smile, but
sometimes your smile can be
the source of your joy.
Thich Nat Hanh

Some days I wake up feeling 'blah' or even downright sad and on the verge of
tears for no real reason. My life is good. I count my blessings. But smiling can be
a struggle. And often smiling through these feelings helps me to find and share
joy with others - perhaps because it forces me out of my own negativity.
I am not trying to be flippant about serious mental health issues or encouraging
anyone to ignore the reality of toxic or dangerous situations 'with a smile'.
Please address the issues that need addressing.
But on those days when you wake up on the wrong side of the bed or Murphy's
Law gets the best of you -- perhaps a smile can bring you and others joy.

Bit-a-Joy #2
Joy is not dependent on
circumstances; it is your own. It
is not a titillation produced by
things; it is a state of peace, of
silence – a meditative state. It
is spiritual.
Osho

When I read this quote by Osho, I agreed instantly. I've always considered joy to
be deeper than happiness. Joy runs deep -- it doesn't mean we are always smiling
Pollyanna's, but it does reside deeper in the soul. Joy comes from the peace of
knowing that we are MORE THAN our current circumstances and that we are not
the sum of what might happen to us or around us.
I don't know if this joy comes from - or leads to - acceptance of what is. I do know
that the moments I experience one, I also experience the other. And it may be in
the moments I am forcing a smile because I'm having a 'blah' day.

Which of these quotes speaks most to your experience of joy? Do you
experience joy and happiness as one and the same thing?

Bit-a-Joy #3

Joy is what happens to us when we allow ourselves to recognize how
good things really are.
Marianne Williamson
My favorite part of this quote is the phrase 'what happens to us' because joy
is more than a feeling, rather it is a state of being that envelopes us when we
look for the good in life. We recognize the good, we express gratitude -- and joy
arrives like a gift at the door.
Often we spend our lives chasing - success, wealth, happiness - but if we
breathe a simple 'gratitude' into the present moment - joy arrives like a gift at
the door.
Nature and smiling baby faces often remind me - what reminds you?

Bit-a-Joy #4
Joy is a decision, a really brave
one, about how you are going to
respond to life.
Wess Stafford

On this July 4th, the celebration of Independence Day for the United States, in a time
when the political climate is tense and many are stressed and distressed - we MUST
decide how we respond to life.
When all is well personally and politically, when babies are smiling and the sun is
shining - it is easier to find the joy in life, in the little and big things.
When times are tough, deciding to be grateful and choose JOY takes a bit more. At
these moments we smile (fake it 'til we make it), we hope, we decide to look for the
positive and to hold on through the darkness.
Today, I decide to find the joy -- for all those for whom Independence Day did not
become reality on July 4th, 1776; for those who celebrate emancipation on Juneteenth
(June 19th); for those who live in fear and danger yet today because of hatred and
apathy.
Today, I decide to choose joy because embracing joy gives me the strength
and courage to fight for justice. How about you?

Bit-a-Joy #5
Take risks for joy. Sometimes
just saying yes can set your
whole life into motion.
Unknown

Yesterday I read Year of Yes by Shonda Rhimes. Most Americans know Shonda
Rhimes from her phenomenal work in television - Grey's Anatomy, Scandal, and
How to Get Away With Murder to name a famous few. Whether or not you are
familiar with her productions, Shonda's Year of Yes is worth a read.
She shares how making the decision to say 'yes' for one year to anything that
frightened or challenged her personally and professionally, not only changed her
life but saved it. In a witty and sometimes laugh-out-loud funny way, she covers
important topics about insecurity, playfulness, fear, love, courage, friendship,
feminism, motherhood, weight.... the list goes on and I am doing a disservice by
even trying to explain.
If you haven't read it, I recommend you do.
Shonda's Year of Yes is all about taking risks that ultimately lead to unexpected joy.
While my 'risk' and your 'yes' may never lead us to lunch with Oprah or fancy awards
ceremonies, I'm willing to bet it will lead to unexpected joy.
What can you say 'yes' to today that might lead to joy - and set your whole
life into new motion?

Bit-a-Joy #6
To get joy, we must give joy and to keep joy we must scatter joy.
John Templeton

A number of years ago in Chicago, a Christmas time billboard advertising the lottery
read, "JOY SOMEONE."
I loved the phrase instantly. Given the trend of turning nouns into verbs, I thought
what better word than JOY.
I'd never heard of John Templeton until I found this in my search for quotes on joy,
but the concept of scattering joy struck me - and reminded me of the phrase 'joy
someone'.
To scatter is to disperse or to spread something randomly. I think of the dill, the mint,
and the pansies that are scattered throughout my garden - driving my neighbor crazy
(see my post from May: Dirty Hands) but making me smile.
In recent years, I've lost my natural tendency to choose, give, and scatter joy - and
must be far more intentional in my efforts. But today -- today I reclaim this piece of
me.
Today I choose to scatter joy.
How about you - does choosing, giving, and even scattering joy come easily
to you?

Bit-a-Joy #7
Some days JOY is a gift. Other days it’s an all-out BATTLE.
Unknown

Let's keep it real.
Yes, we can choose to be joyful. We appreciate the beauty that surrounds us. We are
grateful for all of our blessings. We smile bravely in the midst of struggle. Somedays.
But somedays - we do all of these same things and do not FEEL joy.
What then?
I forge ahead - complete chores, get my body moving, eat well...
On days when JOY doesn't overwhelm us, we press on with confidence that like the sun
on a cloudy day, JOY is with us - we just can't feel it.
That feels a bit cliche but JOY is more than a feeling - joy is an attitude, a state of being
rooted in hope, an acceptance of the dreary realities of life.
What do you do on days when choosing JOY feels like an all-out battle?

Bit-a-Joy #8
Learning to live in the
present moment is
part of the path of joy.
Sarah Ban Breathnach

I'm reminded of a moment I had with my teenage daughter - as she shared how Leo Tolstoy's War and
Peace talks about calculus and the fact that in any given instance nothing moves (a point on a graph)
but over time (many points on a graph), we see motion.
If at any given moment all is still, then how do we learn to live in that stillness?
The present moment, in reality, is fleeting. A moment in time is just that, a moment of stillness. Living
in a moment of stillness is great if we are meditating - but what about the other hours of the day?
I like to consider 'the present moment' as more than a literal moment.
We have 86,400 seconds in a day. Do we have 86,400 moments? Or is a 24-hour day the present
moment? Or is a moment an event - like a scene in a movie or book - like the 'moment' I had with my
daughter?
We are never guaranteed another 'moment'. Whether that be 5 seconds, 86,400 seconds, or any
number of seconds in between.
We have only now. Whether we are meditating, eating, chatting with a loved one, making love, yelling
at the driver in front of us, or crying our eyes out -- we have only this moment in time.
Given this -- do we want to spend this moment holding grudges, in regret, or fretting over the past or
for worry, anxiety, or fret about the future?
To live in the present moment is to GO ALL IN - and if we go all in, regardless of what that moment is,
we open ourselves to experience JOY.
To experience true JOY doesn't mean to always be ecstatic - but to be fully immersed in a moment,
embracing and honoring what is.
Have you ever enJOYed a good cry, a good argument, a good scream? Have you ever experienced JOY in a moment that is less than pleasant?

Bit-a-Joy #9
There’s a whole lot of
joy just waiting for you
to find it.
Unknown

If joy is waiting to be found, what can we do to find it?
Some ideas:
Take deep breathes.
Meditate.
Go for a walk - or run or bike.
Find room for play, creativity, relaxation.
Honor your emotions.
Spend time in nature.
Are you open to the joy in your life waiting to be found? If not, why not?
If yes, do you have a habit or 'trick' to tap into JOY?

Bit-a-Joy #10

EnJOY your day.
A few years ago, in the midst of an imploding career and the fifth life
reinvention, the common polite phrase, "Have a nice day" struck me.
I suddenly realized that the day -- in all its promised messiness -- was going
to be what it was. I could sit passively and hope to 'have a nice' one and
begrudge anything 'not nice' about it.
Or, I could be proactive -- and ENjoy my day.
I have the power to infuse any day or moment with JOY.
So, every time I'm tempted to offer the passive, non-committal phrase "Have
a nice day" to the person behind the counter or the other end of the phone,
I try to catch myself and say, "Enjoy your day!"

Bit-a-Joy #11

Look within. Be still. Free from fear and attachment, know the sweet joy of
living in the way.
Buddha
The various quotes I've gathered to share in this Bits-of-Joy in July series were
gathered a few years ago when I actually had a business idea. Without going into
detail on that, as part of my process, I searched the internet for quotes on JOY. The
list has sat in my documents since 2015.
As I scroll through the list each morning to decide which quote I will share for the day,
I have been struck by the wide variety of folks on the list: Buddha, Mother Teresa, Sri
Sri, Deepak Chopra, Theodore Roosevelt, Brene Brown, Rumi, Joseph Campbell....the
list goes on.
And the basic ideas remain the same:
Be still.
Look within.
Choose Joy.
Practice gratitude.
Let go of fear.
Which leads me to wonder -- if so many folks from different spiritual, political, social,
and personal backgrounds are offering similar thoughts, can they all be wrong?
And if they are all moving in the same direction, how can we not believe and practice what they preach?

Bit-a-Joy #12

Connect to your Joy: You will always be able to connect to your JOY when you
make choices that are nourishing, supportive, feel expansive & uplifting,
speak to your heart, and feed your soul!
Unknown
Last night I stayed up late watching a silly program, ate too late, slept poorly, and am
feeling like a ton of bricks this morning.
To make the choices that allow us to connect to our JOY, we must know what
activities, foods, habits, and relationships nourish, support, expand, uplight, speak to
our heart, and feed our souls.
Eating junk food too late does none of these things. Lesson learned? Perhaps.
Thankfully, I'm off to a relaxing day of doing whatever strikes my fancy. The wallpaper
needing to be removed in the last of three rooms can wait....
What can you do today to connect to your joy?
#enJOYyourday

Bit-a-Joy #13

Sometimes we miss out on the bursts of joy because we’re too busy
chasing down the extraordinary moments.
Brene Brown
The very word 'extraordinary' strikes me as a word that can cause more pain than
good because it is rooted in comparison.
If one thing or moment is extraordinary that makes everything else 'ordinary'
- and somehow 'less than' or not important or special. Much like the word
'normal' -- anything that is not the 'norm' is considered deficient and wrong, as in
'abnormal'.
Perhaps we would experience joy more often if, instead of constantly comparing
and searching for something more, we allow ourselves to experience objects,
events, and others in the glory of uniqueness.

Bit-a-Joy #14
Joy comes when you learn
more about what you
passionately love to do.
Lorrin L. Lee

Today our family will attend the graduation ceremony for our eldest son who has
completed his Masters' degree - after a less than typical and sometimes arduous journey
through the U.S. education system. [Note the sweatshirt: he is actually graduating from
Notre Dame University]
But what has come from this journey - and somewhat despite it - is an awareness of his
passion for poverty alleviation through education reform.
Several years ago he shared with his younger brother and sister an attitude that helped
him direct his educational path (that he'd heard somewhere along the way): Stop asking
what you want to 'be' or 'do' when you grow up. Ask yourself what you believe is wrong in
the world and what you can do to change it.
In other words, what difference can you make in the world?
In this bit-of-joy series, many quotes have focused on the ideas of being still and present
in the moment - accepting what is, perhaps because by midlife we are leaving the need to
'save the world' to the younger folks.
But today's thought encourages activity - what do we love to do? In this doing, we find joy.
What do you passionately love to do that brings you joy?

Bit-a-Joy #15
Remember that your natural state
is joy.
Wayne Dyer

If our natural state is joy - which I tend to agree with, what robs us of joy? What
misdirects us? What keeps us from experiencing the joy that is ours?
I'm certain that sitting here, writing this blog post, I could list any number
of culprits: painful experiences, betrayal, worry about the future, fear of the
unknown, regrets of the past...
But, if we really stop to think about it, only CHOICE keeps us from joy. Joy is my
choice. Joy is your choice. We have the power to choose to experience joy.
What is your choice today?

Bit-a-Joy #16

We cannot cure the world of sorrows, but we can choose to live in joy
Joseph Campbell
Some days, hearing of yet another act of violence or hatred, I wonder if focusing on joy is
putting a band-aid on a gaping wound. Or if choosing joy is a feeble attempt to ignore pain
and sorrow - to live in delusion.
But joy is not found within the source of the sorrow.
Joy provides the strength within me to face the pain and do all I can to heal the wounded.
Joy provides the courage within me to confront the causes of violence and hatred and to
become part of the solution rather than part of the problem.
Joy provides the wisdom needed to speak or act to bring about change - big or small when the opportunity arises.
Joy provides hope for a better tomorrow.
Joy provides light in the darkness of night.

Bit-a-Joy #17
Embrace Joy: Instead of
embracing the misery that
comes with the many problems
we encounter every day, just
find one memory that brought
you joy and think on that. It’s
a good way to start building a
positive attitude.
Kimberly Dawn – ScentofFaith.com
My first choice would certainly be to arrange my life so that I do not encounter many problems every
day. I'm fortunate at this point to have arranged my life to experience low stress, autonomy, and
freedom - which often comes with midlife. Joy tends to come easily.
But many folks juggle family and health concerns or financial burdens that make choosing joy more
difficult. I don't want to discount the extra effort it might take to embrace joy when you are dealing with
your own or a loved one's depression, chronic illness, poverty, etc.
I do believe, though, that a person's attitude impacts the mental and physical ability to face and deal
with problems - and to be resilient. So - at the moments when we or someone we encounter seems
stuck in their misery, perhaps it is our opportunity to offer them a share in our joy.
That could mean a simple smile, a word of kindness, running an errand, completing a chore, or
providing monetary support. We often don't know what another is going through - but if we take
advantage of opportunities to offer random acts of kindness, perhaps another might loosen their grip
on misery and open their arms (and hearts) to joy.
Many years ago when my life had been tossed like salad and I landed in Chicago with little to my name
and no idea of how I'd reinvent myself - I was walking home from the grocery store, my arms laden
with bags but my soul laden with grief at the life I'd lost. I passed a man who appeared to be homeless
asking passersby for change. When he looked at me, instead of asking for change, he simply said, "Oh
sweetheart, is there anything I can do to help you?"
I can't say that life immediately improved and all was well, but something shifted in me at that moment
- giving me new strength to carry on.

Can you share an experience where another's simple act of kindness removed
the roadblock keeping you stuck?

Bit-a-Joy #18
You cannot struggle your way to
joy. Struggle and joy are not on
the same channel. You JOY your
way to JOY.
Abraham Hicks

Many years ago I had the good fortune to experience a 30-day retreat in the tradition of the Spiritual
Exercises of St. Ignatius. In the midst of my first 'midlife crisis' (at age 30), I was absolutely struggling emotionally, spiritually, and physically.
Early on in the retreat, I was directed to reflect on the biblical story of Jesus remaining behind in the
temple when he and his parents had traveled to Jerusalem (Jesus in the Temple).
The Spiritual Exercises rely heavily on the imagination so that participants place themselves inside
the biblical scenes, taking on the perspective of one 'actor' or another. So, I asked Joseph the same
question Jesus had:
“Why were you searching for me?” he asked. “Didn’t you know I had to be in my Father’s house?” (Luke
2:49-50)
In my imagination, I listened for Joseph's response. Joseph explained that the timing wasn't right, and
Jesus asked, "How will I know when the time is right?" And Joseph lovingly replied, "When you are no
longer agitated."
Not being agitated doesn't mean that everything will be easy or pleasant or hunky-dory. Not being
agitated means we embrace the power of choice and remain present to the moment. We can act quickly
but not in a hurry. We can trust ourselves to make good decisions.
If we accept the present situation - regardless of how messed up it might be - not in apathy or tolerance
of evil and immorality, but with the joy of knowing BETTER is POSSIBLE, we can see our way to that new
possibility. We can joy our way to joy.

Bit-a-Joy #19
It is the broken road with
pitfalls and sharp turns
and unexpected traverses
that has brought me joy
and adventure.
Alice Walker

In midlife, we often begin to reflect on the life we've lived thus far. We are often faced with the question,
"What's next?"
Perhaps before we ask "what's next" we might spend time some time in review of our broken road. As
we reflect, particularly, on the moments of pain - the pitfalls and sharp turns - hindsight can bring new
awarenesses of the positives that came from the negative.
The work I do - and thoroughly enjoy - and am quite good at - today would have never been possible
without what I fondly refer to as my "Five Years of Failure" (2010-2015). I had three jobs where, in
hindsight I realize, I made too many decisions rooted more in fear than acting proactively from a position
of confidence and strength.
By embracing and owning my part in the pitfalls of those five years, I can let go of regret. And in letting go
of regret, I can utilize the skills and experiences to offer much more to my clients.
In my broken road, I found joy.
How about you? Do you have an event or experience that you've always considered a negative
that, if you reflect again, might be the root of today's joy?

Bit-a-Joy #20
Don’t be afraid to trust
and go where your joy
takes you.
Anita Moorjani
This idea can be frightening. Just trust. It conjures up images of the old 'trust falls' popular
during high school retreats in the 1970s. One person stands behind the other and expects
the person in front to simply fall back into their arms -- 'trust me'.
But life isn't a trust fall that would simply result in a bruised tailbone if it fails.
While we've all heard stories of those who made the incredible decision to walk away from
a corporate job to follow their dreams - and made millions, for every millionaire, how many
have experienced chaos and financial failure? I'm certainly all for walking away from toxic or
dangerous situations, don't get me wrong.
But 'going where your joy takes you' doesn't mean you need to abandon all life structures
and instantaneously jump all in to 'find your bliss, the rest of you be damned.' Sometimes
going where joy takes you can mean taking steps towards your dreams, making plans,
taking precautionary measures and moving slowly towards your goals.
You must trust yourself to know which method will work for you.
The important words, in my opinion, in Anita Moorjani's quote is 'don't be afraid'. Making
decisions rooted in fear often leads to pain and sorrow. Operating from fear keeps us from
listening to our own - or others' - wisdom.
GO -- quickly - or slowly - or in starts and stops -- just be not afraid.
Can you share a time when your method of 'going where your joy takes you' led
you in the wrong direction and you had to make a U-turn?

Bit-a-Joy #21
Comparison is the thief of joy.
Theodore Roosevelt

Today's quote originally popped out at me
as a given. Of course, comparing ourselves,
our lives, our belongings, our gifts to others
robs us of joy because someone will always
be or have more or better. FOMO, keeping
up with the Joneses, the grass is always
greener...
Comparing is the root of all misery, right?
Maybe not.
Let me explain....
Comparing might be a motivating factor: "If
he/she/it/they can -- maybe, just maybe, I
can, too."
This doesn't mean I lose my joy - because my joy isn't outside of myself but resides within
me - in acceptance of what is, in hope of what is yet to come.
Rather than comparing myself to someone who is living the life I want - whether it be
physical, emotional, financial, social, spiritual, etc - and putting myself down because I am
not yet 'there', I can compare myself and know that more, different, better is POSSIBLE.
Like most anything else in life, it is not the comparing that robs me of joy but what I do with,
or how I respond to, the comparison...
So today I invite you to compare and carry on.
Can you remember a time when comparing yourself to another led to a moment of
joy?

Bit-a-Joy #22
Even a rainy day can’t
dampen our joy.
Unknown

With sun I feel a bounce in my step and enthusiasm in my soul. I embrace a sunny day with
confidence to conquer the world.
Not so much on a cloudy, gloomy - what Winnie-the-Pooh would call a blustery day - unless
my agenda includes snuggling up with a good book. Yesterday was one of those days - and I
had lots to do! I may suffer from Seasonal Affective Disorder, but that is usually the result of
dark days over periods of time. My funk is instantaneous.
And, remembering that JOY is a choice, I tried with all my might to find joy in the dreary
moment. I dragged myself out of bed and onto the porch to stare at the clouds, hoping for
an a-ha moment.
Clouds just hang there -- blocking the sun, not raining. Get on with it, I thought.
And a t-shirt I once bought for my son that read, "I'm not lazy I'm overflowing with potential
energy" popped in my head. I have always honored procrastination, recognizing the need for
ideas and energies to percolate - in me and in others.
So, I decided yesterday that I would welcome gloomy, cloudy days as reminders of potential
and possibility. With potential and possibility, I find joy.
And today, I crawled out of bed, stepped on the porch to stare up at the clouds, stretched as
Sue of Sizzling Towards 60 & Beyond recommends and welcomed the day with joy!
Have you found tricks to help you tweak out joy in situations where it doesn't
come naturally?

Bit-a-Joy #23
Make joy your compass
today
Unknown

A magnetized compass offers direction in relation to true north -it is NOT a map or a set of instructions on how to get where you are going.
A geometrical compass measures distance between points and draws circles and arcs
from a specific center.
From this perspective, if we allow joy to be our compass, it can either point us in the
direction we want to go [follow your heart's desire] or redirect us if we are lost OR it can
help us recognize the boundaries within which we are called to find joy [be still and accept
the moment - bloom where you are planted].
As with the actual physical compass instruments, the metaphorical compasses each
serve a different purpose. Sometimes we are meant to find joy in the given moment and
circumstance, but at other times we are led on an adventure driven by a yearning for
possibility.
Both compasses, however, rely on a relationship to a specific point - true north or the
center point. We will only find joy in relation to our authentic self.
Are you savoring life within the circumference of your authentic self or are you
seeking your true north? With which compass do you find yourself at this point in
your journey?

Bit-a-Joy #24

Press on – there is joy ahead.

Unknown

If today is tough -- believe. Believe in yourself. Believe in possibility.
If you're feeling great today, remember that those you encounter may be
struggling. Believe you have the opportunity to offer them joy so they can
press on.

Bit-a-Joy #25

Joy is portable – bring it with you.

Unknown

Thought this appropriate as I begin a full day of work while also preparing for a
road trip that begins tomorrow.
On the surface - it makes sense that we can carry joy with us and share it with
others. But this also made me think of how often we believe that we would be
'happy if....' If we had a different job, lived somewhere else, didn't have toxic
people in our lives, our bodies were stronger or healthier, etc. Again - the grass is
greener concept.
We can certainly bring joy with us on our journey but sometimes finding joy in the
tough places gives us the courage and strength to begin the journey away from
that which is harmful or holding us back. If we can't find joy within us, we might
need to ask if it is the situation that is robbing our joy or if it is our perspective.

Bit-a-Joy #26

Each day holds the
possibility for great
discoveries and
hidden joy.
Unknown

Today I head out on a road trip and will be traveling through states I've never visited so I am open to new discoveries, however small. I'll be pushing through for 13 hours
to meet up with my sister and her daughter - another opportunity for discovery and
joy.
I love adventures - but I also find that in a city like Chicago, I can always discover
new possibilities for joy if I am open to it.
We often get so busy with our 'to-do' lists that we ignore the small things that can
bring joy.
What might you do today to slow down and enJOY that which may seem
hidden?

Bit-a-Joy #27

People who exude joy
encourage the joy in
me.
Maya Angelou

Much like the moon reflects the light of the sun, the joy of another can bring out
the joy in us, even through clouds.
Today, if you struggle to exude joy - may you bask in the reflection of another's.

Bit-a-Joy #28

It’s the perfect day to be joyful.
I woke in Albuquerque, NM this
morning and drove about 16 hours,
arriving in Martinez, CA at 10 pm. A
day spent with my sister and niece
- listening to music, completing
crosswords, and laughing lots.
A perfect day to be joyful.
What brought you joy today?

Bit-a-Joy #29, 30, 31
Every day is a gift. Fill this day
with joy.
As I began the month with a double-take of Bit-of-Joy #1 and #2, I
end the month with a triple-take
for #29, #30, #31 -- but I leave you
with one final quote, partly because
I'm exhausted from my current road
trip and partly because this one
quote sums it up well.
For me, recognizing that 'every day
is a gift' emphasizes that each day
is filled with potential, opportunity,
and promise -- even when things
feel tough and life is difficult - every
day is pregnant with hope.
The phrase 'fill this day' reminds
me that what we do with each day
is up to us.
Regardless of what the day brings
to me, I can CHOOSE joy.

Tomorrow I will begin the last leg (8 hours) of my 80 hours (5380 mile) roadtrip
that began last Thursday (July 26th). An arduous trip to say the least - and so
many bits-of-joy:
spent two-days traveling with one sister and her daughter - lots of giggles
had breakfast with my son who is studying in San Francisco
shared lunch with another sister (and visited with her husband and one son)
enjoyed dinner with my eldest sister (and her husband)
spent the night with my little sister (and her husband)
saw three different elk on the plains in Wyoming
witnessed at least 50 deer grazing in a pasture along the highway in Nebraska
passed an alpaca farm
took a walk along the ocean
encountered jellyfish - and sand dollars
witnessed several beautiful sunsets
and sang old favorites from my iPod at the top of my lungs
Thank you for all those who followed the Bits-of-Joy in July series -- whether or
not you joined the conversation, I hope that the quotes I shared resonated with
you in some way and brought you just a bit-of-joy....
Enjoy your day!
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